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Abstract. This article examines Gao’s dynamic processes of escape from Chineseness
and its failure. It also expresses concerns for modern men’s alienation with the
environment. Gao Xingjian attempts to make an escape through travelling to Southwest
China to seek the true self through conversations with others and nature in
“other”culture. However, this escape to individualism and the superficial dichotomy
between mainstream, Confucian, Han culture and natural, female, minority culture he
created merely leads to empty religious feelings and excessive personal desires. His
rejection of historical narration generates his return to self, which in turn brings him
doubts and spiritual shackles. In that sense, he falls into a self-contradictory condition:
his overemphasis on ideal free wills hinders him from finding true relationship, and his
escape can be regarded as another pursuit of imagined sanctuary in psychic level
similar to the historical optimism he criticized.

Introduction

Known as a writer in exile in China, Gao Xingjian’s personal experience correlates his
literary works. One interesting point is his gesture of escape, which is vividly reflected
in his literary works, Bus Stop, The Other Shore, Soul Mountain and One Man’s Bible
in particular. In the current study, Jeffrey Kinkley revealed Gao’s interest in the
primitive and southern frontier culture that followed Qu Yuan’s Songs of the South to
prove the “Chineseness” of Soul Mountain (Kinkley,2002). Zhang Yingjin then
discussed the difficulty of Gao’s identity positioning and pointed out one contradiction
between Chineseness in Gao’s works and Gao’s emphasis on transcendence and
universality (Zhang,2005). From my perspective, despite Gao’s claims, his works
ultimately are influenced by Chinese culture and carry Chineseness. His interest
originates not only from the natural appeal, but also from Gao’s imperative eagerness
for solace. In addition, Ming Jian analyzed the protagonist’s multipolar and paradoxical
approach towards life in Soul Mountain (Jian,2009). There have also been several
critical articles about Gao’s androcentrism tendency (Xu,2002;Rojas,2002), which I
agree mostly.

Chineseness within Gao’s Literature
In 2000, Gao won the Nobel Prize in Literature, which recognized the quality of his
works in the background of world literature. The concept of “world literature”, firstly
proposed by Goethe, points at the venue for communication between international
literature (Pizer, 2006). However, there exist certain queries on the issue whether world
literature is cosmopolitanism or Europocentrism. In World Literature, George Brandes
answered this question by highlighting the unequal treatment small countries received
in world literature (Brandes, 2009). He also offered a pungent criticism of certain
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writers’ pandering to world taste and abandoning ethnic elements. Likewise, Steven
Owen and the later discussion raised by his articles “What is World Poetry?: The
Anxiety of Global Influence” expressed similar opinions (Owen, 2004). His criticism
towards Bei Dao reflects the conquest of weak literature by mighty literature.
Furthermore, Andrew F. Jones argued that avant-garde literature follows the pattern of
the combination of otherness and universality by containing Chinese local experience,
such as the Cultural Revolution and mysterious folk culture, and satisfying universal
values at the same time (Jones, 1994). Superficially at least, this cultural strategy seems
to work perfectly well and offer the saleable quality to those literary works in the global
market. However, it conceals a tendency of self-orientalism or self-othering, which
further strengthens western centralism and worsens the situation of Chinese literature in
the world. This is mainly because that world literature that expresses a universal human
value would inevitably be affected by the domination of the powerful cultures which
issue orders and define such value. Little countries and eastern countries would face a
terrible predicament in which the entry of global literary market and the acquisition of
status in world literature require western recognition that adversely strengthens western
cultural hegemony and puts themselves in more disadvantaged positions. In that case,
Chinese writers have to write according to western values and consider the possibility
of translation, which obviously does not benefit literary innovation.

Meanwhile, this leads to the issue on Chineseness, which is related to the concept of
Sinophone literature. The term of “Sinophone Literature” was firstly put forward by
Shu-mei Shih, which concentrated on locality, openness, complexity of languages in
Chinese cultural circles, and shows strong opposition to “diaspora”(Shih, 2011). David
Der-wei Wang, on the other hand, emphasized the far-reaching influence of Chinese
culture and politics both consciously and uncousciously. His “root” metaphor theory
represents more complex movement other than simple root seeking and root removing.
The “root” unavoidably gets entangled with politics, while “shi”, or “the propensity of
things” according to Francois Jullien, refers to a gesture full of tension, which focuses
on the dynamic process of change (Jullien, 1995). In Gao’s case, there have always
been heated discussion on whether his works presents Chineseness. From my
perspective, Gao’s works inevitably display the influence of Chinese culture. It is
apparent that Gao’s escape before and during his French time is one dynamic process,
which reflects changes of his thoughts and actions, and constitutes one component of
the “shi” movement. Under the concept of “shi” movement, Gao exhibits pragmatic
attitude towards Chinese culture rather than simple support or opposition. When
utilizing traditional Chinese culture, Gao and perhaps most Chinese writers overseas
value its practical and realistic meanings, or whether those Chinese elements can serve
well in or contribute to their works. This can be observed in Gao’s incorporation of folk,
minority and traditional elements in his works. For instance, the protagonist of Soul
Mountain, recorded several folk songs of the Yi, Miao, Han people and Taoism priests,
whose beautiful and natural language deeply impressed him:

“This is a folk song which hasn’t been vandalized by the literati! It is song
gushing straight out of the soul! Do you realize this? You’ve saved a
culture!” (Gao, 2000, 358)

Such records represent Gao’s respect for dialect literature, the tendency of which shows
similarity to what Shu-mei Shih and Victor H. Mair argued. A considerable number of
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Chinese people could only speak their dialects other than mandarin, and the literary
works in those areas, whether spoken or written, should receive sufficient attention and
deserved academic research. Another crucial Chinese element in Gao’s works is his
memories of the Cultural Revolution. Although Gao keeps claiming his idea of without
ism and refuses to make political position, his works largely link to his political
memories in China, which serves as a vital expressive factor in his works. This
appeared objection to China actually becomes the evidence of his Chineseness. In
addition, by the examination of Maoist style’s remains in Gao’s literary works, Hee Wai
Siam suggested that Gao’s unconscious defends for “without isms” through propaganda
form represents the great influence of Chinese political culture on him in aesthetic
levels (Hee, 2012)

The Chineseness of Gao’s Soul Mountain is also perceptible from the comparison
between Soul Mountain and root seeking novels. Although Soul Mountain bears
striking resemblance to root seeking literature, particularly in its content and structure,
they differ from each other significantly in their gist. For most root-seeking novels,
cultural root-seeking is the ultimate purpose and protagonists would reconcile with
traditional Chinese culture after their journeys. By contrast, in Soul Mountain, the
protagonist values metaphysical fulfillment, which refers to individual’s freedom, other
than a cultural one. He always feels a sense of estrangement with minorities, regardless
of the fact that images in these towns and villages do provoke strong surges of nostalgia
for his childhood. Here Gao focused on different sub-cultures rather than one unified
national culture and after the journey, the protagonist gains richness of the spiritual
world other than sense of national identification. However, despite Gao’s dissent in
Chinese orthodox civilization, he still shows his obsession with Chineseness because of
his argument that only sub-cultures can represent China. His criticism against
Chineseness happens to cater to Western imagination towards east, or two stereotypes:
romantic imagination about eastern mysterious, centuries-old culture out of western
attempts to find antidotes to the social maladies after the two world wars; unfree and
over-politicized culture in modern times out of cold war attitudes. In that case, Gao has
become the representative of Chinese culture and writers in western readers’ eyes.
Despite Gao’s unwillingness, the success of his works in world literature has a link with
Western demand for seeing Chinese culture and China’s economic development in this
background. The description of Chineseness in his works becomes a stunt attracting
foreign readers. This is Gao’s role in the aforementioned dilemma of eastern countries
in the global literary market.

The Corresponding Action: Escape
Because of doubts towards grand history and his experience of misdiagnosis of lung
cancer, Gao, or the protagonist in Soul Mountain decides to escape from normal track in
daily life to Southwest China in order to find his lost true self in history through the
conversation with other culture, or, to be more specific, with other people and nature in
these rural areas.
Three Types of Storytellers
In the protagonist’s communication with others, one recurrent theme is storytelling.
According to Walter Benjamin, there are three qualities of story (Benjamin, 2007,
83-109). First, story has the character of durability and artistry with a long time. Stories
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can be consumed for thousands of time since there are inexplicable elements that leave
a mystery waiting to be solved and answered by followers in stories. In addition, what
truly matters in handicraft era is not intellectual property but stories, their circulation
and the fact that a large number of people can participate in stories’ production process,
which renders stories filled with valuable experience from generations. Second, story
gives specific counsel. Stories bring listeners aesthetic pleasure and moral doctrines at
the same time. Third, story carries the quality of enchantment, while novel disenchants
such character. For mythical stories, they would keep listeners in suspense, tension and
sense of horror, which would be dispelled in the ending. In that case, listeners would not
feel confused and gain a sense of satisfaction in both aesthetic and moral levels. Besides
these characteristics of story, Walter Benjamin also proposed one specific quality of
storyteller. Stories told by storytellers originate from experience, or Erfahrung, which
can be seen as wisdom people gain gradually from their long life (Another sort of
experience, Erlebnis, is people's immediate experience of certain major events, which
can be indentified in another Gao’s work, One Man’s Bible. There the protagonist
encounters several serious incidents in the Cultural Revolution)(Benjamin, 2007, 84).
Such experience comes from the collective life and for this reason, great storytellers
root in the people.

These aforementioned characteristics of stories can all be observed in Soul Mountain,
and it is comprehensible to roughly conclude three kinds of storytellers. The first one is
locals and priests from different minorities. They inherit and promote experience from
generation to generation, and tell stories with counsel. For instance, in chapter 2, a
retired mayor of the Qiang people, though unconsciously, tells the protagonist, or the
I-narrator, a story about an old hunter called Mater Shi. He was lifeless a long time ago
and lay on the bed, with his precious gun hanging on the wall. Nobody ever goes inside
his house and takes his gun. Villagers even claim that his body does not decay. The
I-narrator then concludes that deified hunter represents the conflation of history and
legend, creating a new piece of folktale. For the mayor and those villagers who pass this
story, although they are not aware of this storytelling behavior, they do convey such
experience with practical and useful meanings that accumulated in the past years,
which makes them a typical sort of storytellers.

The first type of storyteller meanwhile represents minorities, whom the protagonist
turns to for comfort. They share a similar strait with aforementioned eastern countries.
In Woman and Chinese Modernity, Rey Chow pointed out China’s “other” and
feminized space to the West (Chow, 1991). Same argument can be made of minorities.
In the past, minorities were regarded as the object of enlightenment and their culture
was overshadowed by the mainstream one. Since the eighties, minority culture has been
valued and preserved in China and even global literary market, which can be related to
“the process of reinvesting tradition with aura” by Rey Chow. In the world, particularly
the west, after its used object of seeing, China, has become more modernized, it has
shifted its focus to the folk or minority part of China to seek mystical experience and
satisfy its need for seeing and critique. Under this background, a series of films
describing the “touching” love between female local residents and foreigners from a
mighty power have appeared, such as Forbidden Kiss, which matches the
space-and-time travel pattern of root seeking literature. The prototype structure follows
that the protagonists living in cities travel to a world before modernization, where daily
routines and lifestyles then together remind them of the past life, enlighten them to
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rethink their cultural traditions and to gain new cognition about their own cultural
identity. In addition, in those rural areas, the protagonists would fall in love with some
local women. One problem with this type of writing mode is that here both nature and
women serve as the opposite of men living in cities in the aspect of civilized class and
gender. Nature is regarded as lower than modern civilization, while women are
considered as naturalized, irrational, full of lusts and energy resources similar to nature.
Such technique aims to enable men in cities to regain vitality with male chauvinism
clearly by simplifying complicated social psychological women into images of desire
equal to nature.

The second storyteller refers to the you-narrator and “she”. The you-narrator tells a
considerable number of stories to “she” casually, which combine local culture, bandits
legends and historical records. For example, in chapter 48, the you-narrator told a story
about Grand Marshall and a nun from literary sketches in the Jin Dynasty. The nun
requested to hold a fast ritual of 49 days for Grand Marshall’s mother and pray to Gwan
Yin Bodhisattva to bless him and Grand Marshall agreed. Several days later, Grand
Marshall started to wonder why the nun spent such a long time in bathing everyday.
Therefore, one day, he came to peek at the bathing nun round the doorway. He suddenly
found out that the nun cut open herself and took her entrails out for cleaning. The
you-narrator ends his storytelling by pointing out four different explanations of this
story:

“This story is a political warning.
You say if the ending of the story is changed it could become a morality tale
to warn people against lechery and lust.
The story could also be turned into a religious tale to exhort people to
convert to Buddhism.
The story can also serve as a philosophy for getting on in society– to teach
the morally superior man that each day he should investigate his own
personal conduct, or that human life is suffering, or that suffering in life
derives from the self. Or the story could be developed into numerous
intricate and complex theories. It all depends on how the storyteller tells
it.”(Gao, 2000, 284-285)

This story reveals the nature of true stories: they do not expend themselves and leave
room for readers after even thousands of years to think (Benjamin, 2007,90). It is
noteworthy that the you-narrator then comments that what he only values is this pure
and pristine story other than its practical meanings and what he wants is to restate this
story in his own tongue. In this sense, he departs from the traditional type of storytellers
Walter Benjamin discussed because he does not concentrate on counsel but the literary
sense of stories. Another interesting element about his storytelling is that part of his
stories describes his childhood. This is probably because that compared with his current
life, the you-narrator’s childhood stories were relatively peaceful and joyful. They
serve as a source of strength and nostalgia for him, especially when he tries to escape
from life at the moment. Also, you-narrator’s childhood stories represent his past,
which is what “she” wants to learn more about in a relationship. “She”, his company in
the first few months of the travel, also tells stories based on her, or her friends’ as she
claims, personal life experience, asserting that what she tells is female stories rather
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than male ones.

The last type of storyteller, friends of the I-narrator or people who show him, a writer,
their novel drafts for advice appears in the later part of the book. Their stories largely
relate to experience in the Cultural Revolution. Take the I-narrator’s friend as an
example. His friend tells him stories about a savage: the savage is actually a living and
real person who was labeled as the Rightists in political campaigns and had no choice
but to escape from civilizations and live as a savage to survive from political and even
kindred pressure. Meanwhile, his friend also presented his manuscript to the I-narrator,
which describes absurdity of the external world during specific periods in a naïve and
ingenuous countryside child’s eyes. These two stories, though different, all point at the
Cultural Revolution and individuals.

For further distinguishment, it is essential to compare different purposes of storytelling
of these three kinds of storytellers in Soul Mountain. The first one, or the traditional
type, tells stories to entertain themselves and give practical counsel. The second one,
the spiritual and modern type, tells stories to communicate to express feelings and
interpret what they encounter on the road. As for the last one, the realistic type, they
express, people’s gruesome experience in the Cultural Revolution.
Here these stories, especially those folk, minority and religious ones, provide
reassurance for the protagonist. Traditionally, people would treat modernity as the
solution or panacea to their adversity. However, modernity could not offer modern
people comfort and solace, and they would turn to myths, folklore, religions or minority
culture, which used to be merely secondary sources, for help. Myths, folklore, religions
and minority culture together offer simple, unscientific but reassuring, effective
answers that soothe modern people as they did to primary people. In this sense,
minority culture including those stories and rites become useful and function as a new
form of nostalgia, and the protagonist holds utilitarian purposes and gains when
appreciating and experiencing this culture. However, these seemingly heartening
answers the protagonist finds imply his deeper spiritual dilemma. On one hand, the
protagonist dislikes modern life in cities and finds comfort in remote villages;
meanwhile, he could never assimilate into local or primitive society and always be an
outsider there. His leave from cities is attributable to the discontentment with urban life
and the pressure and alienation caused by modernization other than the material
conditions of contemporary life. In fact, the protagonist does not have a visceral
antipathy for those urban resources and the benefits they bring. For this reason, he does
not cast aside contemporary values in cities though leaving modern society and could
not truly integrate into local society. This could also be observed in One Man’s Bible,
where the protagonist finally realizes that he is always an outlander in village after
being reprimanded by his patron Lu. On the other hand, despite those soothing
experience with indigenous people, the protagonist could not communicate effectively
with others because he submerges himself in the world of self and merely treats other
people as the reflection of self lusts and ideals. For instance, in the protagonist’s
relationship with “she”, though both of them are in desperate need of love and
understanding, they could not communicate in the spiritual level. The you-narrator
keeps telling stories that “she” refuses to listen. In that case, they could not build up
emotional bonds based on mutual understanding. This is the same situation of the
protagonist’s communication with others. He pines for warmth of rapport and
meanwhile he is anxious about such the damage such relationships may bring to his
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own free will out of his excessive emphasis on spirits and freedom in absolute terms.
Accordingly he could not achieve true harmonious relationships and receive warmth
and solace from it, only keep chasing.
Nature in Soul Mountain
unlike most novels which depict natural beauty such as Border Town, Soul Mountain
not only treats nature as one important aesthetic object, but also makes the scientific
description. The latter is achieved by the I-narrator’s experience in nature reserves. For
instance, “M Eleven” and “M Twelve”, coordinate numbers on map of aerial surveying
and mapping, constantly show up in chapter 8; the guide checks meteorological
instruments, the trap cage for pandas in chapter 10, let alone several historical records
in the book. These examples present Gao’s objective, rational and scientific attitude
towards nature other than an aesthetic one in Soul Mountain. By so Gao records as an
observer in front of nature and nature becomes an object recorded and studied. Such
way of seeing is comparable to that of the west and writers of New Literature seeing
China, dominate groups seeing women and minorities, which implies the conflicts
between self and the other and the imagination of the other by self, no matter positive or
negative.

As a key component of nature, forest carries three distinct meanings in Soul Mountain.
First, forest represents the whole nature or eco-system, and deforestation described in
those supposed dense primordial forest symbolizes the destruction of nature by
mankind. This kind of destruction is attributable to the fact that natural beauty peels off
and is superseded by its practical and utilitarian use under human’s manipulation,
which can be explained by Kant’s and Adorno’s theories. Although Kant emphasized
the significance of natural beauty, he merely treated nature as a useful method to
achieve moral feelings. In Critique of Judgment, Kant suggested that when facing lofty
beauty of nature, human beings would feel a sense of sublime rather than fear because
they understand that such natural landscapes are harmless to mankind now. Therefore,
when appreciating natural landscapes, people generate feelings of superiority over
nature. In this process, what is sublime is not nature but people’s inner feelings, which
convert into moral feelings and respect ultimately (Kant, 1987, Book II). In conclusion,
Kant’s sublime experience is based on fear, dominion and superiority originated from
transcendence, in which nature is regarded as either object of fear or dominion instead
of aesthetic one in harmony with human equally. In Aesthetic Theory, Adorno claimed
that the consciousness of freedom and human dignity give rise to the disappearance of
natural beauty (Adorno, 2002, 62). It is human dignity that disparages the value of those
which are not subordinate to the subject, regards them as mere material and expel them
from the realm of arts. This is precisely what human beings commit to nature. Such
condescending attitude can be seen in works of Hegel and Schiller, whose views seem
reasonable in Enlightenment, while in Adorno’s perspective, Enlightenment did not
pursue the truth as it propagated but instead applied certain unified rules to give a
comprehensive order to the world in order to overcome primitive fear of nature. In Soul
Mountain, when climbing the mountain with the protagonist in chapter 8, the old
botanist denounces human being's plunder of nature such as excessive disforestation
and wildlife hunting. He then claims that it is human other than beast that is horrible:

“Young man, nature is not frightening, it’s people who are frightening! You
just need to get to know nature and it will become friendly. This creature…
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destroys two to three species every day. This is the absurdity of man.”(Gao,
2000, 49)

Similar circumstances are not rare even in nature reserves: the only primordial forest
without artificial appearances locates in a grand canyon with complex terrain
surrounded by great snow mountain at an altitude of 5000 to 6000 meters. The
protagonist planned to find sanctum in the southwest China, which is expected to be
non-artificial and pure. However, in reality, these places are tainted with man-made
objects inevitably. The so-called pure natural beauty is actually wrapped by business in
modern society and serves as counterfeit intermediary for temporary relaxation and
entertainment, according to Adorno (Adorno,2002, 69) .

On the other hand, the forest can bring people deep into it to dangerous circumstances
where they encounter death and their true selves, rather than in those familiar, safe and
routine situations in cities, towns or countryside people gathering.AsAdorno indicated,
human are still fearful because the unconquerable condition of nature would pose a
source of terror so long as nature is not suppressed. Hence, the feeling of freedom and
anxiety would coalesce in front of natural beauty (Adorno, 2002, 65). Such mixed
consciousness can be seen in the protagonist’s lost experience in the forests. In chapter
10, the protagonist gets so obsessed with the natural wonder in the forest such as white
rhododendrons, changing clouds and coniferous forests that he loses his way and
contact with the guide. After panic he tries to tell directions but in vain owing to tall,
dark and same trees in all directions, and he has to stay in one place to wait for his
guide’s help with only seven candies in his pocket. At that moment he feels like a fish
being speared in a fishing net, and that struggling in the spear does not help at all. This
metaphor presents mankind’s powerlessness in front of nature, though human beings
seem to, or wish to conquer nature successfully. In chapter 66, Gao continues his
writing about the protagonist’s lost experience in the forest. Feeling confused, he has no
choice but to leave the spear-look tree so that he could have at least one chance of
survival, and he heads to the white river, the river styx, down in the gloomy gorge. He
wanders in the underworld, sees drowning women passing by and eventually he
reckons that:

“There is not a great deal of difference between you and wolves, you have
suffered many disasters and you were bitten to death by other wolves. There
is no logic to it all and there is no greater equality than in the River of
Forgetting – the resting place for humans and wolves is ultimately
death.”(Gao, 2000, 420)

Here the protagonist, a modern rational person, suddenly faces death in nature, same as
all the other species. Mankind becomes as meaningless as other plants and animals, all
heading towards death equally. What human beings have long been self-congratulatory
about such as science and knowledge seems to be useless and religions in which people
normally seek solace could not give any consolations at all in such circumstance.
Modern men regard themselves as omnipotent subjects and exploit objects including
knowledge and nature to fulfill their goals. They have abilities to discover and know
themselves and nature, and to harness and change nature to gain self-interests. Still,
they cannot fully and truly grasp the essence of nature and have the power to master
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nature. What they can achieve when appreciating nature is the cognition such as that
man is a part of nature, which is raised by natural beauty, as Adorno proposed. This can
also be reflected in Soul Mountain, where the protagonist retrieves childhood memories
in total strange villages.

The third meaning of the forest is that it is not completely secluded from the outside
world and we can see the influence of political backwash there. The forest, at the
boundary of civilization, becomes a perfect place to hide and protect those heretics and
provides certain living and cultural space for them. It is ironic that most of human
beings when encountering nature would try all means to utilize nature for their own
benefits and leave no room for natural beauty, while those excluded people would turn
to nature for asylum. According to Adorno, the subject feels close to nature in feelings
of isolation, and its powerlessness in society would be converted into a second nature,
which then becomes the motor into the first nature. In that case, the appreciation of
natural beauty would be marked by the suffering experience of subject and its
peculiarity of melancholy. When the protagonist in Soul Mountain plans to escape from
reality or society after misdiagnosis of lung cancer, he decides to take a trip to
southeastern China, back to “untamed” nature and primitive society to discover
spiritual and cultural shelter, which is a purely humanism pursuit. However, he was
frustrated spiritually in this journey by nature because in nature or primitive societies,
mankind does not take up the most paramount position, let alone its spiritual pursuits
and what appears to be more condescending is mystical power with natural or religious
features, which could be demonstrated by the protagonist’s experience of losing in the
forest and local religious rites and beliefs such as the story of an old carpenter making
Tianluo Goddess’s, god of death, sculpture and finally expired after its completion. In
addition, the aforementioned story of savages told by the I-narrator’s friend can also
serve as an example of nature’s protection of heretics. Overall, the protagonist’s call for
nature, although offers him certain enlightenment when facing true self, does not solve
his problems and drag him out of adversity.

The Failure of Gao’s Escape

Gao’s Skeptical Concept of History
In Soul Mountain, the idea of without isms showed up. Gao applied three personal
pronouns—“I”, “you”, “he”—in this novel to escape from history and the influence of
it since specific names normally carry specific historical meanings, and the
protagonist’s, or those personal pronouns’ state of life reflects individuals’ life in
ahistorical conditions. Gao narrated modern and contemporary history, especially that
of the Cultural Revolution, as unofficial history with ghostly presence similar to that of
folk tales. Such dispelling method infers his distrust of those official and main history
or historical concepts.

Because of such conception, Gao sedulously avoids history and being a part of it as his
way of participating in history. He regards history as untrue and decides to make the
return to self. He tries to flee from politics and falls into an ambiguous and imagistic
world which is not ruled by rationality and progress. There are two ways of making
such return to self. The first one is an upward and celestial trend, which is free from
vulgarity; the second one is a downward trend back to physical and carnal desires. In
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Gao’s works, Soul Mountain in particular, the protagonist does have spiritual or
religious wishes from time to time. For example, in chapter 47, the I-narrator asks the
monk his experience of becoming a follower and monk and tries to follow his steps.
Other than reverence, the protagonist sometimes desecrates the religious and the holy
part. In chapter 14, when the local priest from Qiang minority, Ling Gu warns the
I-narrator of the danger of the White Tiger Star, he thinks that the White Tiger Star
should be a sexy woman and it would be his luck to be pestered by this sort of woman.
Here the protagonist explains such divine and even sacrosanct things at least to Qiang
people using his limited knowledge and profanes them in his mind. To the I-narrator,
divinities are numinous and hard to comprehend, while carnal lusts are real and easy to
grasp. Therefore, in Gao’s works, he values personal sexual desires and even seeks the
source of liberation in female bodies, which could be masculinist, similar to that of
many modern works. This is because that he cannot find solace and answers to the
oppression from politics, history and society in religion and could only turn to physical
desires for solutions. However, it is worth questioning that whether this sort of lusts can
truly bring one to freedom and inner peace or truth other than imposing a new form of
restriction. When those protagonists of Gao’s works are bound to relationships, they are
fettered somehow. For example, in Soul Mountain, the you-narrator keeps making
pointless quarrels with “she” and such mood swings can be seen as side effects of this
sort of lust-based relationship. This method of escaping and finding does not function
perfectly well and seems to point at the other extreme. Furthermore, Gao actually
assumes one other shore beyond mainstream culture in his escape. His escape is also
another pursuit of imagined sanctuary in spiritual level, which is similar to the blindly
optimism in history he criticized. Gao presumes himself as a more developed critic in
linear historical progression, but he still searches for his own setting destination in the
heart in a more modernist way. The design of transcendence to his escape gives him a
sense of purpose, which only substitutes bright future in reality with individualistic
goals.

Another problem in Soul Mountain, as it is discussed in the previous part, is that Gao
created the orientalism imagination or the dichotomy between west and east inside
Chinese culture. The protagonist treated nature, females and minorities as authentic and
comforting, so that he took a journey to minority areas after his sense of alienation in
reality and doubts about history. This process is comparable to that of the west
considering the east as a sanctuary mixed of beauty, nature and exoticism. Through this,
Gao developed the dichotomy between fake, cold and authenticity, gentleness, Han,
Confucian, political and mainstream in contrast to minority, Zen and female culture,
parallel to west and east, in Chinese culture.

Contradiction and Inconstancy in Soul Mountain
The most obvious contradiction in Soul Mountain is its structure and the protagonist’s
growth. The I-narrator draws the conclusion that it is impossible to find meanings from
experience:

“I don’t know that I don’t understand anything and still think I know
everything.
Things just happen behind me and there is always a mysterious eye, so it is
best for me just to pretend that I understand even if I don’t.
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While pretending to understand, I still don’t understand.
The fact of the matter is I comprehend nothing, I understand nothing.
This is how it is”(Gao, 2000, 506)

This seems opposite to the religious optimism. In religious teleology, by reverently
observing religious convictions, people can finally seize the true meaning of life and
escape from the abyss of misery. The matching pattern of this teleology in literature is
novels that reveal certain meanings and utilize all resources to accomplish such goals, a
perfect example of which is Bildungsroman proposed by Bakhtin. For post-modernistic
writers, they describe incoherent and unstable images without considering their
meanings and contributions to the purport because they decry the world outlook that
predefines meanings in everything in society for its presentation of mankind’s desire
for control and domination. This character can be seen in Soul Mountain, where Gao
deliberately describes fragmented stories in different language styles to create the
feelings of incoherency and fracture. However, these supposed meaningless stories
convey realistic or mental reality and through these stories the protagonist concludes
that there is no ultimate meaning, which appears to be post-modernistic but the gaining
process itself is purely similar to Bildungsroman, to attach meanings to his previous
journeys and mental exploration. This Bildungsroman characteristic in content and
post-modernism in structure construct a contradiction and inconstancy in Gao’s works.

Conclusion
In Soul Mountain, Gao travels to Southwest China to find the true self through
conversations with others and nature in “other” culture. For the former type of
conversations, there are three sorts of storytellers representing the traditional, spiritual
and realistic communication respectively. The latter type of conversations with nature
does bring the protagonist certain enlightenment but as a second choice, this method,
along with the other two, could not address his problems and answer his questions
directly. This drags him to the old western individualism discourse, marks the failure of
his escape and questions these western discourses in a sense. He also constructs
orientalism imagination inside Chinese culture towards nature, women and minorities.
His without ism becomes a wishful image that could hardly be achieved, towards which
Gao expresses a surprisingly positive attitude. In that sense, he falls into a
self-contradictory condition: he could not find warmth from relationships because of
his insistence on ideal free wills, meanwhile he is desperate for true love and
understandings; he criticized linear historical progression, and he instead searches for
another “bright future” in psychic level at the same time. Such contradiction or
inconstancy is discernible in his works, the conclusion that there is not an ultimate
meaning through a journey chasing meanings for instance. On the other hand, Gao’s
escape reveals his thinking and acting process, which contributes to the movement of
“shi” at one point. This is particularly crucial for Gao’s identity that is difficult to define
and in any case his works do explore new Chinese literary forms and promote Chinese
language literary works in the global market, which inspires the search for the way out
for Chinese or even eastern literature in world literature.
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